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INTRODUCTION
In the black, star-filled desert skies, a flying carpet is silhouetted against the
moon. Beneath the waves, a djinni waits in a bottle for a mortal to release it and
suffer the inevitable consequences. Far across the sea, a sailor stares in awe at an
egg as big as the domes of the great mosques of Baghdad.
This book is about stories, and history. In the Middle East, a conquering
religion, Islam, absorbed ancient empires. The result was a sophisticated culture,
a center of trade and a target for more conquerors. All this brought together many
tales, which writers and poets in other lands took up. The result is a Vast tangle of
fantasy and truth.
Roleplaying games have used both, but especially the fantasy; very few
games have gone back to the source of what they portray, which is a pity. Part of
the problem is that the myth-making has confused many facts. But that's not
surprising; it's a great, rich myth, and no one can hope not to be a little seduced by
it. The definitive word, appropriately, belongs to a poet:
'Tis all a Chequer-boardof Nights and Days
Where Destiny with Men for Pieces plays:
Hither and thither moves, and mates, and slays,
And one by one back in the Closet lays.
Language and Spelling
The Arabic language has its own alphabet and style of writing (running from
right to left, incidentally), which is nowadays used for other languages as well
(such as Swahili). Unfortunately, there has never been an "official" system of
transcription from Arabic into Latin letters. Early European writers used ad hoc
conversions, which have today been replaced by more accurate systems, but not
before a number of "mistakes" became very widespread.
This book has compromised. 1 have attempted to use the most up-to-date
Latinizations that I could find, except for a number that are simply too familiar in
older forms. So I mix references to gat and ghuls ("kat" and "ghouls") with
"anachronisms" such as Scheherazade, Saladin, Koran, and Mohammed (which
"ought" to be "Shahrazad," "Salah-al-Din," "Qu'ran" and "Muhammad").
This should be easiest for the non-specialist; I apologize to any purists reading
this, but they already know better. A glossary appears in the back.
Calendars and Dates
Islam uses a lunar calendar (see p. 8). However, for the convenience of Westem readers, this book uses the solar, Christian-Era calendar.
-Phil Masters

About the Author
Phil Masters is an incidental by-product of the English educational and class
systems. Born in 1959, he studied Economics at Cambridge University and random trivia in various locations. He has contributed pieces to several games magazines, such as White Dwaqf(when it was a magazine). His first major work was
Kingdom of Champions, for Hero Games, followed by a third of Hero's Champions Presents.
Phil currently works as a freelance programmer (when necessary) and writer
(when possible). He is married, and lives in a small town which was founded by
the Knights Templar and named after Baghdad.
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This book is about a culture, an idea - a myth. This myth has a defining text,
known as the Thousand and One Nights, the Arabian Nights' Entertainments, or
just the Arabian Nights. This has shaped the ideas of generations of Westerners
concerning the "mystic East," and yet ideas associated with it are often a distortion of the original. Then again, the original distorts both reality and older tales.
This chapter is about the world from which the stories came.
The culture is that of the Islamic Middle East, from shortly after the death of
Mohammed (632 A.D.) through the 13th century. Many changes occurred in the
Islamic world during that time; but much also remained the same. Islam, a religion
with strong ideas on how society should be run, acted as a stabilizing factor. Islam
is not as wrapped up in its own past as is China, but much about the Islamic world
is consistent. Even the suicide bombers and terrorists of modem Beirut have their
predecessors in the Khawarij of the 8th century and the Assassins of the 12th -and
all are equally unlike most ordinary Muslims.
It is perfectly possible to run campaigns set outside this period, and much that
is said in this chapter applies to them. However, more ancient settings have many
differences; the lack of the laws and assumptions of Islam underlies most of them.
Similarly, the modem Islamic world is a complex place, frequently in ferment as
tradition, foreign ideas, and oil wealth combine and clash. GMs who wish to use
such backgrounds should be prepared to do more research.

A Thousand Nights and One Night
The Thousand and One Nights is a collection of stories bound together by a
"framework story." The idea of a "framework" is one of the most interesting
things about it; it is a literary trick that has been used thousands of times since (and
a few times before) but the Nights is a classic example.
The framework is well-known. King Shahriyar invites his brother, King
Shahzaman, to visit. Shahzaman sets out, then returns to his palace for some
forgotten luggage. There he discovers his wife in bed with a slave, and kills the
pair. He then travels to Shahriyar's court, where he subsequently discovers that his
brother's wife is also unfaithful, and tells his brother the facts. The pair leave to
travel the world to discover if they are uniquely unlucky, only to encounter a great
djinni carrying a human woman. They hide, but the woman sees them, and demands that they have sex with her or she will turn the djinni on them. Concluding
that all women are thus, they return home.
Shahriyar decides that the only way to save himself from betrayal is to take a
virgin bride every night - and put her to death on the following morning. This
continues for three years. Then Scheherazade, the vizier's daughter, comes up
with a plan. She marries the king herself, and on their wedding night, asks that her
sister Dunyazade be allowed to keep her company before her execution. The king
agrees, and Dunyazade, primed by her sister, asks Scheherazade to tell her a story.
Scheherazade does so -but carefully leaves the tale unfinished. The king, wanting
to know what happens next, keeps her alive for another night, when she repeats
the trick - and so it goes on, for a thousand and one nights, in which time
Scheherazade bears three sons. Finally Shahriyar gives up his bride-killing, marries Dunyazade to Shahzaman, and they all live happily ever after.
The tales include such well-known stories as "Aladdin," the voyages of
Sinbad the Sailor, "The Fisherman and the Djinni," and others, ranging from
tangled epics to one-page jokes. This vast collection came from the popular culture of the East. The framework has been traced back into Indian folklore; it
appeared in a now-lost Persian book called "A Thousand Legends," translated
into Arabic around the ninth century. However, the stories within the framework
must have changed and evolved over the centuries. The "modem" list seems to
have been settled in the 18th century. The stories are frequently nested, one within

Scheherazade
A campaign set in the "true" Arabian
Nights world might involve an encounter
with the original tales' ultimate heroine, She
is a talented woman; apart from her beauty,
virtue, and skill with stories, she has a broad
education in the philosophy and "general
knowledge" of her age. The following describes her after her maniage and full acceptance by the Sultan; she will be over 20
by then, and fits whatever physical description is given to attractive women in her nation. (This will usually involve dark hair
and eyes, and probably a shapely figure.)
ST 8, DX 11, IQ 15, HT 11.
Speed 5.5, Move 5.
Dodge 5.
Advantages: Allies (Father is vikier, sister is another queen), Beautiful, Literacy,
Patron (The sultan). Reputation (+3 among
citizens of her home country - saved them
from the sultan's madness), Status 6, Wealth
(Very Wealthy), Voice.
Disadvantages: Basic Arabian Code of
Honor, Dependents (Three young sons),
Sense of Duty (To fellow-citizens), Social
Stigma ("Valuable Property" - half value
due to high regard from most people around
her).
Quirks: Collects stories; Good Muslim;
True fatalist (Strikingly calm in dangerous
situations, always acknowledges power of
fate).
Skills (bonuses from Voice included):
Acting-14, Bard-20, Dancing-12, Diplomacy-1 6, History-1 5, Literature-18, Philosophy-14, Poetry-14. Psychology-16,
Savoir-Faire-15, Singing-12, Writing- 14.
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Uthman survived until 656, but was then murdered by court enemies. Now,
'Ali finally got his chance.
However, although he had widespread support, he also had enemies, including
Uthman's aristocratic kinsman Mu'awiya, who hinted darkly about the murder of
Uthman. 'Ali had to negotiate, and he in turn was murdered in 661, by extremists
who denied that any leader was either needed or morally entitled to rule the faithful.
This gave the Shi'atu Ali, the "Party of 'Ali," a martyr. Mu'awiya took the
caliphate, but was faced with rebellions. Both of 'Ali and Fatima's sons were
killed, the first murdered in a harem intrigue, the second, Hosein, in battle - yet
another martyr. Another son by a different wife, Muhammad ibn al-Hanafiyya,
disappeared, leading to prophecies of his eventual return as the Mahdi.

-671
Assyria invades and temporarily con-

-490
The Persians attack the Greek citystates, who force them back to their ships
at the Battle of Marathon.

-480
Babylon allies with the Medes and the
Scythian barbarians of Central Asia to destray Nineveh, with Assur-bani-paJs library
of 22,000 clay tablets.

-550
Cyrus, king of Persia, overthrows the
Medes with Babylonian help; he then conquers Lydia and Babylon itself to carve out
an empire more than 1,500miles across.

-522
Darius of Parthia becomes king of Persia, bom the west of Egypt to the borders of
India. The kingdom is peaceful, religiously
tolerant and heavily taxed.

Xerxes, the Persian King of Kings,
marches his army across the Hellespont on
a boat-bridge. Many Greek cities submit;
Athens is taken and sacked; all three hundred Spartans in the Pass of Thermopylae
are wiped out. Athens then destroys the
Persian fleet at Battle of Salamis.

-359
Philip ll of Macedonia unites Macedonia, creates a professional army and uses
both the army and diplomacy to gain control of Greece.

The Children's Crusade
The most tragic of crusades was the
"Children's Crusade" of 1212, when bands

('i'zi ,":ey?;
:::,"::E;

,la
~e k,b Jerusalem by power of faith
alone. Led by Stephen, a French shepherd
boy* and
a boy from
they struggled across Europe. Many of them
died. Of the
most were taken into
ery; some reached Italy to be sold to ~ g y p t ,
and Some only reached Marseilles before
they were taken. An estimated 50.000 children were lost.

-334
Alexander of Macedonia crosses the
Hellespont to begin conquest of Egypt and
Persia; he was also victorious in India, but
mutiny in his army forced him to return
home.

-324
Alexander the Great dies of a fever in
Babylon.

-3P3
Ptolemy Soter, one of Alexander's gener-

als, founds an Egyptian dynasty that lasts
through Cleopatra.

-264to-241
Rome and its rival Carthage fight the
first of three wars, called the Punic Wars.

-219to-201
The Carthaginians begin the Second
Punic War.

History of the Islamic Lands

All djinn have magical powers, if only their shape-shifting;for
game purposes, they are considered to have various spells at high
skill levels. Some of them are trained magical adepts. Because of
their wild and magical nature, djinn ignore prerequisites for spells
(or spell-like powers), and they may actually have some degree of
Magic Resistance because of their high Health.
Being creatures of fire, djinn have one other special attribute.
When they die, the fire that flows in their veins often bursts free
and destroys the corpse. This is unlikely to harm anyone who is
not actually touching the djinni at the time, but it is a spectacular
effect (and it could be a significant plot device).
Djinn sometimes marry humans; few children, however, are
born of such unions. There are hints in the stories, but few actual
examples; Queen Balkis' mother was a djinniya, who made her
human husband, an exceptionally handsome vizier, promise
never to ask what her race was. (When he forgot himself one day
and asked her, she gave a sorrowful wail and vanished.) Given the
different compositions of humans and djim, GMs may assume
that childbirth is improbable, or at least that it requires magic.
If djinn have languages of their own, they never use them in
front of humans; they always know the languages of any human
communities in the vicinity of their homes. Their names, when
they allow humans to know them, often sound slightly bizarre
(such as "Je rjees" or "Sakhr," although the former at least is a
human name). Alternatively, they may take dramatic, descriptive
names such as "Rattling Thunder."
Sorcerer djinn sometimes manufacture magical items. As
djim can be very powerful magically, often their creations are,
too. Given the tricky and variable nature of these beings, their
products should be among the weirdest and most unusual magic
in a campaign.

Lesser Djinn
ST: 20
MovelDodge: 7/7
Size: 1 (in solid form)
DX: 14
PD/DR: 313
IQ: 11
Basic Speed: 7.75
Natural Attack: Id cut (bite)
HT: 14/17
StandardAbilities: Change into the form of a cloud of smoke,
which shrinks enough to fit in a large bottle, or expands to at least
12' tall. In this form, they fly at a speed of 10, never suffocate, and
carry loads with their normal strength (subject to standard encumbrance rules), but they cannot strike blows or cast spells.
They take no damage from physical blows in this form, and only
half damage from fire, but suffer the full effects of cold, lightning,
and similar powers, and can be blown around by magical (or
natural) winds of gale force or above.
Most can also change into one or two other forms, usually
including a large human being; these changes are purely "cosmetic," granting no special abilities. All shape-changes require
one turn of concentration, but have no skill roll or fatigue cost.
Other normal abilities: Alertness +3, Literacy. Magery 2,
Night Vision, and tough skin providing defenses as noted above.
Spells: Usually 5-15 spells of any common type, at skill level
20. Favorites include Fear, various Illusions, Recover Strength,
and Rejoin.
Typical Skills: Brawling-14, Broadsword-14, Carousing-17,
Interrogation-11. Djinn roll against their DX or Brawling skill
when trying to bite. Some also have skills such as Armoury or
Leadership, used in the service of djinn lords.
This is a fairly unremarkable djinni which might be encountered in a ruin or a magician's home, or living down a well. Such
beings tend to be short-tempered and easy to anger, but also
whimsical; a hard-luck story or small favor might gain disproportionate assistance from a djinni. GMs can feel free to roll a ran-
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dom reaction and act on it. Tales tell of well-dwelling djim - little
more than ghuls - stealing a caravan's camels for food, until
tracked and defeated by a hero.
Djim often go unarmed; their strength and magic make them
temble enough enemies, and the less fastidious of them can bite
in close combat for damage as listed (using their Brawling skill to
hit) when in their natural (solid) form. They can also punch and
grapple; if they have a grappling hold on an opponent, they have
+3 to hit with a bite if holding one-handed, +5 if holding with
both hands. However, some carry bastard-sword-size blades, for
show if nothing else, and can swing them one-handed for 3d+3
cutting damage (with ST 20), gaining a parry of 7.

Qpical Djinn
ST: 30
MovelDodge: 1017
Size: 1 (in
DX: 16
PDIDR: 414
man-like form)
IQ: 14
Basic Speed: 10.25
HT: 15/25
Natural Attack: ld+2 cut (bite)
Standard Abilities: Change into the form of a cloud of smoke,
exactly as a Lesser Djinni but maximum height 25'. Can also
change into one or more other forms, usually including a large
human being and some kind of "natural" animal, such as an ass
or a snake. These changes are generally "cosmetic," granting no
additional abilities, but might give enhanced senses (GM's option). All shape-changes require one turn of concentration, but
have no skill roll or fatigue cost.
Other normal abilities: Alertness +3, Literacy, Magery 3,
Night Vision, tough skin providing defenses as noted above, and
Breathe Water as easily as air.
Spells: Detect Magic-25, plus (usually) 10-20 spells of any
common type, at skill level 25. Favorites include Complex Illusion, Darkness, Quick March, Recover Strength, Shapeshift Others, and various Earth spells.
Typical Skills: Acting-13, Brawling-15, Broadsword-16, Carousing-23, Interrogation-13, Wrestling-16. May add others according to individual interests and personality.
This is a more powerful djinni with greater powers and perhaps a more stable personality. However, any djinni encountered
by chance is unpredictable and worrying. If it bothers to carry
weapons, this creature will use a sword equal in size to a human
greatsword, but swung one-handed for swing+2 cutting damage
(giving 6d+2 at ST 30); a vulgar type could bite for the listed
damage, much like a lesser djinni. Djim are surprisingly fast, but
usually too big and arrogant to dodge quite as well as they might.
The class of djinn known as the Jan appear to be around this
power level, or greater (perhaps equal to 'Ifrit, or even Marid).
Jan seem to have a particular fondness for living underground,
and might specialize in Earth-related spells accordingly.

Ghuls
ST: 14
MovelDodge: 717
Size: 1
DX: 13
PD/DR: in
IQ: 10
Basic Speed: 7
HT: 15
Natural Attack: Id cut
Standard Abilities: Change own shape to any human form;
effects are much as the spell Alter Body. Take 2d turns to shift, or
30 seconds if emulating a specific being; no energy cost unless
shifting more than once within a five minute period, which costs
a point of fatigue. Other abilities: Alertness +2, Magic Resistance
(3 levels). Night Vision, and tough skin providing defenses as
noted above.
Spells: A few ghuls are sorcerers, with IQ 13, Literacy, Magery 1 or 2, and 2-12 spells of any sort, usually at level 15.
Typical Skills: Acting-13, Brawling-13, Claw-14, Stealth-13,
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STUCK FOR AN ADVENTURE?

NO PROBLEM.
Warehouse 23 sells high-quality
game adventures and supplements
in print and PDF formats.
●

Free downloadable adventures for
GURPS, In Nomine, and Traveller!

●

Fun gaming accessories – shot glasses,
shirts, specialty six-siders, and more!

●

PDFs from Atlas Games, Amarillo Design
Bureau, Pelgrane Press, Goodman Games,
and many others – plus gems from
the up-and-comers.

●

Original material for Transhuman Space
and new GURPS supplements from
Kenneth Hite, Phil Masters, David Pulver,
Sean Punch, and William Stoddard!

●

Fully searchable files of GURPS Fourth
Edition supplements.

●

Digital editions of out-of-print classics,
from Orcslayer and the complete run of ADQ
to GURPS China and GURPS Ice Age.

●

Buy board games and roleplaying PDFs in
the same order! Download digital purchases
again whenever you need to.
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STEVE JACKSON GAMES
warehouse23.com

